
corona quilt unit assemblies



Unit A: Make 2 of this unit. Refer to the diagram above for the visual learners! 


• Attach two flying geese OR 4 HST to one another with the darker value oriented according to your 
layout plan.


• Then attach 1 four-patch to one end, again being careful to orient the dark squares the way you’ve 
planned.


• Attach one of the 2-1/2 x 20-1/2 strips underneath. Measure first and tweak the length as needed.

• Finally add a flying goose to the end opposite the four-patch. 

• As for pressing the seams, I usually let the seam tell me which way it wants to flip. When it argues 

with me, I press the seam open. Do what works for you.
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corona quilt unit assemblies

Unit B: Make 2 of this unit. Refer to the diagram above for the visual learners! 

• Attach two flying geese OR 4 HST to one another with the darker value oriented according to your 

layout plan.

• Then attach 2 four-patches to one end, again being careful to orient the dark squares the way 

you’ve planned.


Central unit: Make 1 of this unit. Refer to the diagram above for the visual learners! 

• Approach this as a large nine-patch made from pieced units. You will make 3 rows of 3 blocks, and 

then attach them to each other. Be careful of the orientation of the large HSTs forming the large 
friendship star. 


• row 1 and row 3: plain 6 inch background block + large HST + nine-patch 

• row 2: HST + small friendship star + HS


• Attach the three rows together.

• Measure your unit and cut two strips of sashing to the required length. In a perfect world you would 

need 2-1/2 x 18-1/2 pieces. 




Sorry for the 
distortion caused 
by putting this on 
the back of the 
couch for the 
photo!



corona quilt unit assemblies
These 5 units will now be attached to each other using a technique called partial seaming. This is a favorite 
technique of mine because you can take a quilt up a notch without making it much more difficult.  You will be 
attaching the four outer border pieces going around the center in a counterclockwise direction.  I will be 
referring to the diagram at the beginning of this file as we go along.


1. First attaching the unit A at the top of the diagram to the central unit. This is the only seam that will be 
partially sewn! Match the left hand end of unit A to the top left of the central unit (where the circled 1 
shows in the diagram). Unit A is longer than the central unit. Sew the seam joining them leaving about 2-3 
inches open at the right hand end. You will have some length of unit A “flapping”. It will get taken care of 
at the end.


2. Attach the unit B on the left in the diagram to the left edge of the central unit. (See the circled 2 in the 
diagram.) These two units should match one another, and sew them as usually done.


3.  Attach the unit A on the bottom in the diagram to the bottom edge of the central unit. (See the circled 3 in 
the diagram.) These two units should match one another, and sew them as usually done.


4. Attach the unit B on the right in the diagram to the right  edge of the central unit. (See the circled 4 in the 
diagram.) These two units should match one another, and sew them as usually done. Keep the flapping 
end of unit A from step 1 out of your way so it doesn’t accidentally get caught in the seam.


5. Attach the flapping end from the beginning seam to the top right edge of the central unit with border B 
already attached. It should be the correct length so you can close the seam you left partially open in step 
1.


Give your mini quilt a good pressing. It is now ready to be layered, quilted and bound. Please consider 
entering this quilt in our show (whenever that will be!). If enough of them are entered we could have a “sub-
show” of the various quilts in all the colors you have chosen. I always enjoy seeing several quilts from the 
same pattern, but made with different fabrics. 



